Various species of bacteria form highly organized spatially-structured aggregates known as biofilms. To understand how microenvironments impact biofilm growth dynamics, we propose a diffusionreaction continuum model to simulate the formation of Bacillus subtilis biofilm on an agar plate. The extended finite element method combined with level set method are employed to perform the simulation, numerical results show the quantitative relationship between colony morphologies and nutrient depletion over time. Considering that the production of polysaccharide in wild-type cells may enhance biofilm spreading on the agar plate, we inoculate mutant colony incapable of producing polysaccharide to verify our results. Predictions of the glutamate source biofilm's shape parameters agree with the experimental mutant colony better than that of glycerol source biofilm, suggesting that glutamate is rate limiting nutrient for Bacillus subtilis biofilm growth on agar plate, and the diffusionlimited is a better description to the experiment. In addition, we find that the diffusion time scale is of the same magnitude as growth process, and the common-employed quasi-steady approximation is not applicable here.
Introduction
Biofilms are ubiquitous habitats of closely surfaceassociated microorganisms enclosed in self-produced polymeric extracellular matrix (ECM) [1, 2] . Biofilm formation is universal survival strategy for interactive co-metabolism and mutual protection. Biofilms are thus beneficial to the microorganisms, but are responsible for numerous problems such as biofouling in pipes and chronic infections associated to biomedical implants [3] , biofilms are also used for wastewater treatment, plant protections, microbial leaching and microbial fuel cells [4] [5] [6] [7] . Therefore, it is of interest to uncover complex dynamic characteristics during the biofilm growth, thus to avoid unwanted infections or biological corrosions, and to make good use of biofilms.
Biofilms development is susceptible to ambient conditions, such as nutrient concentration, temperature, pH and humidity [8] ; there are numerous sophisticated biophysical and biochemical processes in multiple length and time scales. Among them the nutrient diffusion and depletion in biofilm are the rate limiting bioconversion processes [9] , during which the biofilm architecture is playing a significant role in mass transfer and shear stress releasing in the bulk liquid. What's more, biofilm architecture is important in antibiotics resistance and protection against predators.
Numerical modeling of the biofilm growth provides further insights into the kinetics of the biofilm formation and uncovers valuable associations among different biological processes. Over the last thirty years, many mathematical models have been proposed, these models could be separated into two general classes according to biomass representations [10] : discrete model and continuum model. The discrete model includes the cellular automata based model [11, 12] and the individual-based model [13] [14] [15] [16] , while the discrete model is able to capture detailed interactions among bacteria, the results are limited by the assumption of cells interactions. The inadequacies of the discrete model are eliminated by using the continuum model [17] , which has been successfully applied to describe biofilms growth from multiple species in aquatic environments [18] [19] [20] .
Biofilms evolve to mushrooms, streamers or finger-like mounds in an aquatic environment, but grow into pellicles on air-fluid interfaces or wrinkled films on solid-air interfaces [21, 22] . To our knowledge, the distinct structures of bacteria biofilm at an air-agar interface have never been modeled due to different growing conditions which vary in ways of nutrient supply and viscosity relaxation. Here we investigate the growth of Bacillus subtilis biofilm on an agar plate to capture the biofilm growth mechanism by experiment qualification and numerical simulation. Bacillus subtilis, gram positive nonpathogenic bacteria, is a widely used model system to study the organism of biofilm formation. The attached bacteria in biofilm grow and divide, the colony spreads and thickens on the agar plate. The work of [23] demonstrated that flagellum-mediated motility (swimming and swarming) appear to have little effect on the radial expansion of the Bacillus subtilis growth on agar plate, the phenomenon perhaps due to the motile cells mainly distributed in the middle of the colony [24] . Therefore, in our model, we neglect the motility of the bacteria and assume that the biofilm structure is regulated by diffusion-reaction related biomass proliferation and viscosity relaxation. Biofilm expansion is generally viewed as pushing their neighbors as the cells grow and divide, while studies showed that the secretion of exopolysaccharide (EPS) component of the ECM enhance surface mobility by generating osmotic pressure which draws water with nutrient from the agar plate [23] .
Observations demonstrate that wild-type biofilm produce more cells than that of train incapable of producing EPS (EPS mutant), even though they have the similar division rate in shaking culture [25] . Hence we inoculate the EPS mutant colony to get rid of EPS facilitating transportation effect.
Biofilm growing on agar plate is different from the existing models [18] in nutrient supply, since the nutrient is diffusion from the bottom and cannot diffuse into air. There are glutamate and glycerol in minimal salts glutamate glycerol (MSgg) medium in our experiment and it raises the question which is the rate limiting nutrient in Bacillus subtilis biofilm growth on agar plate. It is common practice in the Monod equation [26] postulating that the microbial growth in biofilm colony is restricted by only one substance, while the others have no effect on the kinetics, so we assume the two nutrient are mutually independent and simulate different nutrient biofilms evolution separately.
It is the purpose of this study (i) to simulate the Bacillus subtilis biofilm growth on the agar plate, (ii) to measure the dependence of biofilm formation on nutrient depletion, (iii) and to find out which substance in the MSgg medium is rate limiting for Bacillus subtilis growth.
Materials and methods
The Bacillus subtilis (NCIB3610) strain is incubated according to [27] . A droplet of 0.5 μl bacteria solution is inoculated on a 1.5% agar gel with MSgg medium with 0.5% glycerol and 0.5% glutamate. The ingredients are added to the agar solution, and a petri dishes containing a 1 mm thick layer of agar substrate is used and the sample is kept in a humidified chamber at 32°C for 30 h. The time lapse transmitted channel images are collected by the fluorescent microscopy automatically every 5 min, as shown in figure 1 . A mutant strain, referred as to EPS mutant, incapable of producing polysaccharide component of ECM is used as comparative experiment.
We take advantage of the azimuthal symmetry of the colonies and used Beer-Lambert law of light absorption to convert the images to biofilm thickness ( ) h r ,
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The transmitted intensity I, is measured through the regions of biofilm, where the constant incident intensity I , 0 is measured through the transparent substrate to eliminate the attenuation of the agar plate. The attenuation length l is approximate to 1.2 mm. Radius are estimated by finding the leading edge of the colonies, calculating the area S and defined as /p S . Images are analyzed by the MATLAB software.
Model description and numerical implementation
We study the relationship between the evolving colony and the nutrient diffusion-reaction process by modeling the biofilm growth on the agar plate. The relative difference of 2D and 3D predictions within 2 d of simulation will be no more than 5% [28] . To simplify the simulation, we take advantage of the azimuthal symmetry of the colony and establish an axi-symmetric 2D model. The biomass is assumed to be homogeneous continuous medium and we neglect the effect of EPS production during the biofilm evolution.
Consider the rectangular computational domain figure 2 comprising The jump condition across the diffusional interface G int D is given by
There is no flux cross the domain boundary
Since there is not nutrient distribution in the air, the region W c is treated as void and there is no flux across the free interface Figure 2 . Schematic of biofilm growth on agar plate. The agar plate W a provides nutrient to the colony W , b W c is the region without biomass and nutrient. The free interface G int F enlarges and the diffusional interface G int D stretches with the biofilm growth.
Note that, the total amount of the nutrient in the MSgg agar plate is limited in vitro. In order to simulate the real process of biofilm expansion on the agar plate, no periodic or constant concentration boundary conditions are assumed. It is initial value problem rather than boundary value problem.
Kinetic equation
As the biomass proliferate, the biofilm gets thicker and spreads on the agar plate. The colony is regarded as a viscous fluid of constant density, obeying Darcy's law
where u is the biofilm expansion velocity vector, p denotes the pressure due to biomass production and l represents a material specific constant. In spite of the biofilm's compressibility, the divergence of the velocity equals volumetric expansion/growth rate g at a given location in biofilm. The growth rate is defined by the Monod function,
where B is maximum maintenance coefficient
The jump condition across the free interface G int F is given by
where g is the surface tension coefficient, k is curvature of the free interface G .
int F
In the same manner, no pressure flux boundary condition is imposed on the diffusional interface.
The set of governing equation (1), along with boundary/interface condition equations (2)- (4), is solved synchronously for concentration field in the subregions W . ab After that the velocity field is obtained by solving equation (7) along with its boundary/interface condition equations (8)- (9) in the sub-regions W c b . The common parameters in all simulations are listed in table 1. Varied parameters used in the simulation will be stated in the description text.
Solution strategies and numerical implementation
To capture the biofilm growth dynamics, we not only need to solve the traditional nonlinear hyperbolic partial differential equations, which are functions of nutrient concentration and pressure field, but also need to track the biofilm interface evolution. The nutrient concentration field with discontinuous derivatives and the strongly discontinuous pressure field is solved in XFEM, while the level set method is used to represent and update the biofilm evolving interfaces. XFEM was first introduced by Dolbow [30] , and provides a simple and efficient treatment of discontinuities independent of mesh. The level set method is a novel numerical approach for tracking moving interfaces implicitly [31] , and is widely used in tracking moving interfaces and image progressions. The combined method has been widely used for solving problems involving moving discontinuities such as crack propagation [32, 33] , two phase flows [34] , phase transition [35] , topology optimization [36] and pit growth [37, 38] .
The discontinuities in XFEM need not to be aligned with element edges, this provides convenience and versatility in meshing. The method is based on the idea of enforcing the standard finite element model with enrichment terms on the nodes intersect by the discontinuities. Equations (1) and (7) are solved using XFEM and the free interface is evolved using the level set equation, and then the diffusional is tracked by geometry.
Besides the discontinuous derivative enrichment function across the diffusional interface used in [18] , the void enrichment function across the free interface is applied in solving nutrient diffusion equation synchronously. The jump in pressure is captured by enforcing Dirichlet constraint on the both side of the free interface. Detailed level set representation and solution strategies adapted from [18] are given in appendix.
Numerical results and discussion

1D simplified model analysis
In order to determine the competition between the nutrient diffusion and consumption rates, 1D 
The nutrient concentration on the surface of the biofilm is
The regime number =
means the ratio of diffusion and consumption time scale. Considering that the bacteria on the top of the biofilm starve prior to those in contact with the agar plate. Diffusionlimited regime is reached when diffusion is the restriction in the biofilm growth. The regime number in the diffusion-limited regime
Conversely, reaction-limited regime is reached when all of the biomass is supplied with sufficient nutrient relative to concentration of the biofilm bottom. The regime number in the reaction-limited regime
According to the parameters in the table 1, biofilm falls in different regimes according to the magnitude of the bottom concentration, diffusivity, thickness and maximum consumption rate. The regime number of aquatic environment, glycerol and glutamate source biofilm 
 
The regime numbers R in (14) show that the biofilm growth in aquatic environments is subject to the reaction-limited regime, while the regime of biofilm growth on agar plate varies with different kinds of nutrient, falls into reaction-limited regime (glycerol) or diffusion limited-regime (glutamate). The reactionlimited regime indicate that the microorganisms is under nearly uniform nutrient concentration, whereas there is a significant concentration gradient within the biofilm in the diffusion-limited regime. Spatial nutrient distribution within the biofilm will induce inhomogeneous proliferation and form different morphologies, thus it is important to distinguish which kind of regime the Bacillus subtilis biofilm growth on agar plate is subject to.
The time scale ratio in diffusion processes ( ) h D 2 and the growth processes
According to the parameters in table 1, the ratios of aquatic environment and glycerol nutrient equal to 0.0016 and 0.0075 respectively, reflects that the diffusion time scale is much smaller than that of growth and thus nutrient concentration is assumed to reach steady state during the biofilm growth process and the quasi-steady approximation is valid in [10, 11, 13, 15, 18, 26, 28, 39, 40] . While the ratio of glutamate nutrient biofilm becomes 0.375, implies that the diffusion time scale is the same order magnitude of growth processes. Consequently, the quasisteady approximation is improper to simplify the glutamate source Bacillus subtilis biofilm growth on the agar plate.
We believe that reaction-limited is a better description than growth-limited, the reaction-limited means the relative local nutrient status, namely, the nutrient concentration on the top of the biofilm relative to the bottom [19, 28] ; while the growth-limited concentrate on the time scales of the diffusion and growth process, aiming at neglecting growth in calculating the nutrient diffusion to simplify the simulation [11, 18] .
2D biofilm growth simulation
We compare our 2D simulation results with biofilm growth in aquatic environment. The domain W is a square of size 10 mm × 10 mm. The XFEM mesh consists of 100 × 100 uniform square finite elements. The biofilm is initialized to a semi-circle of The first case simulates biofilm growth in aquatic environment where nutrient is diffuses from W , c whereas W a is treated as substratum which is impermeable to nutrient and biomass. The second and the third cases simulate glutamate and glycerol nutrient biofilm growth on agar plate as described in section 2. The bulk/agar thickness is assumed to be 5 mm. When allowed to grow for 30 h, the biofilms evolve to different morphologies depicted in figure 4 .
The biofilm growing in aquatic environment with the nutrient diffusion from the top shown in figure 4 (a) evolves to mushroom like structures consistent with [18] . While biofilms on agar plate grow in to dissimilar morphologies with different nutrient available, the glutamate source biofilm represents a small and flat morphology shown in figure 4(b) ; the glycerol source biofilm evolves to similar-circular shape. Figures 4(d) and (e) compare the average radius and maximum height over time, respectively.
Compared with biofilm growth on the agar plate, biofilm growth in an aquatic environment is running faster in height but slower in radius, similar to apical dominance. This is due to the fact that a bottom-up nutrient gradient is formed in the aquatic environment as the biofilm growth, the tip dips into regions of high concentration, growing faster and accessing higher concentration in return shown in figure 4(e) . As the nutrient depletes in the bottom of the aquatic environment, the radius increasing more and more slowly as depicted in figure 4(d) . If there is a hydrodynamic perturbation, the tip is apt to be washed away and forming 'finger' or 'mushroom' like structures.
It is shown in figures 4(d) and (e) that both the glutamate and glycerol source biofilm on agar plate grow linearly in radius and saturation in thickness, this phenomenon is consistent with published experimental results [23, 29] . Yet it cannot be identified which nutrient is rate limiting throughout the processes of Bacillus subtilis biofilm growth on agar plate, an experiment comparison simulation is performed to determine it.
Comparison of simulation to experiment
This simulation is carried out to investigate which kind of nutrient is rate limiting in Bacillus subtilis biofilm growth on agar plate with the aim of answering the question 'whether the relatively fast diffusion of glycerol puts the experiments in the reaction limited regime, rather than the diffusion limited regime, as would occur if only glutamate nutrient were present'. The computational domain is set to be 6 mm × 2 mm and discretized into 100 × 100 quadrilateral elements. The same mesh is used in the level set difference mesh in order to avoid interpolation. The bulk concentration of the glutamate/glycerol in agar plate and biofilm is set to =´--C 3.3 10 mg mm . 5 3 Due to the restrictions of the computer and in order to obtain a better convergence rate, the initial morphology is set to be a semi-ellipse with 0.2 mm height and 1.0 mm radius, equivalent to 7 h old of wild-type/EPS mutant Bacillus subtilis biofilm after inoculation in our experiment shown in figure 1 . The default parameters are set according to table 1.
We show for selected time instances of the nutrient concentration field of glutamate and glycerol source biofilm presented in figures 5 and 6 , respectively. The contours show nutrient depletion in the biofilm colony and diffusion from the agar plate. In the case of glutamate source biofilm shown in figure 5 , the bacterial on the top of the biofilm starve at about 12 h after inoculation as depicted in figure 5(d) . Also, the significant concentration gradient within the biofilm colony, higher concentration near the biofilm leading edge than the top, implies higher growth rate in the radius than that of height, similar to the phenomenon shown in figures 4(b), (d) and (e). While biofilm feed on glycerol biofilm is under nearly uniform supplementation as shown in figure 6 , indicating a homogeneous expansion rate within the biofilm colony, similar to the phenomenon depicted in figures 4(b), (d) and (e).
The maximum height and azimuthal average radius evolution of different nutrient source biofilms compared with experiment data of wild-type and EPS mutant are plotted in figure 7 , WT means wild type Bacillus subtilis bacteria, while the EPS mutant is incapable of producing the polysaccharide constituent of the polymeric ECM, the ECM is viscoelastic gluelike substance sticking all the sessile together as a colony, and the ECM which is considered to prevent the colony from expansion [41] . The initial time point of numerical results is adjusted to 7 h because of the initial shape parameters of the simulation equivalent to 7 h old colony after inoculation. It is observed that in figure 7(a) both wild-type and EPS mutant colony have the same growth rate in maximum height, while wild-type colony spreads faster than that of EPS mutant shown in figure 7(b) . The numerical prediction of glutamate source has the same tendency in concavity and small disparity in final maximum height compared with EPS mutant, the reason for the disparity can be traced to the fact that there is biomass distribution gradient which may affect the diffusion of the nutrient. Furthermore, the average radius of glutamate source biofilm match the EPS mutant in the experiment. While the glycerol source biofilm colony appears smaller in radius but thicker morphology compared to EPS mutant biofilm.
Moreover, we obtained the 2D thickness maps over averaged azimuthal angle for both wild-type and EPS mutant from the experiment (see materials and methods) shown in figures 8(a)-(b) , the maximum slope of wild type biofilm increases rapidly and then drops later with the biofilm spreading on the agar plate, while the maximum slope of EPS mutant biofilm increases continuously over time. A comparison of the maximum slope of our numerical results in figure 8 (c) suggests that numerical prediction of the glutamate source biofilm is in good agreement with EPS mutant biofilm. The slope of the leading edge is a characteristic parameter in the biofilm expansion, the larger the slope, the faster biofilm expands on the agar plate, the wild-type biofilm expansion accelerate and then slowdown, which is consistent with the slope of the profile of figure 7(b) , i.e. the expansion rate, the same is true for EPS mutant colony. Recall that we assume the biomass to be a homogeneous, and during whole process of the biofilm growth we neglect the effect of the EPS production, which is critical in biofilm in biofilm formation and biological signal transduction. It is shown in literatures that the production of EPS generates osmotic pressure which in turn induces mass transfer from agar plate to biofilm [23] , the micro channel in the wild-type Bacillus subtilis biofilm also facilitate transportation [42] .
In general, the agreement of numerical prediction with the EPS mutant biofilm evolution shows the validity of our simulation. The glutamate source biofilm prediction agree well with EPS mutant colony in shape parameters as depicted in figures 7 and 8, suggesting that glutamate is rate limiting nutrient in Bacillus subtilis formation on agar plate and the diffusion-limited regime is a better description to the experiment.
Conclusions
Biofilm growth is a complicated bioconversion process and is affected by many factors, such as material surface properties, temperature and specific bacterial strains. Cell detachment, subdivision and motility can also influence the biofilm morphology. Therefore modeling and simulation of the biofilm growth are challenging. Here we assume that cells proliferate and push their neighbors to make biofilms thicken and spread on the agar plate.
The diffusion-reaction based continuum model is used in 1D simplified analysis and 2D simulation of biofilm growth on the agar plate, the simulation is performed using the extended finite element method combined with the level set method. Our model simulates biofilm growth at solid-air interface, different from traditional models in nutrient supply and viscosity relaxation. To capture the biofilm evolution process, we introduce two moving interfaces with different discontinuous conditions captured by different enrichment functions in XFEM; the level set method is used to update these moving interfaces of the biofilm colony. Numerical predictions of glutamate and glycerol source biofilm are compared with laboratory incubation of wild-type and EPS mutant Bacillus subtilis colony growth on the agar plate with MSgg broth and we reach the following conclusions:
The biofilm growing on the agar plate evolves to a much flatter structure than that growing in aquatic environment, which in return, the structure is benefit for the biofilm's survival on solid-air interfaces such as nutrient availability and mechanical removal.
Since the EPS generating osmotic pressure enhance the biofilm spreading on the agar plate, the agreement of our numerical prediction of glutamate source biofilm with EPS mutant colony shape parameters implies that glutamate is rate limiting nutrient in Bacillus subtilis biofilm growth on agar plate. This also explains why the faster-diffusing glycerol is unable to feed the bacteria at the top of the colony, leading to a diffusion-limited colony shape, despite the presence of both glycerol and glutamate in the MSgg medium. Consequently, the diffusion-limited is a better description to the experiment and the diffusion time scale must be considered in modeling Bacillus subtilis biofilm growth on agar plate.
Whereas, the wild-type colony shape is not described in our simulation suggesting that there must be some extra ingredient missing in our proposed model, such as EPS generating osmotic pressure driving flow and micro channel facilitating transportation. An improved quantified understanding of these physical mechanisms is required to provide further insight into biofilm biophysics process. The proposed framework can be employed to study subdivision on the influence of combined nutrient limitation and further on specific biophysics phenomenon such as osmotic pressure or evaporation facilitating transportation within the biofilm colony.
where f 0 is the updated level set function at time step t, t is the pseudo time in reinitialization procedure, and the sign function S is given by
 denotes a small variable defined as the minimum grid length here. The reinitialization equations (A.4) are solved using a third-order ENO scheme, and the reinitialization procedure is carried out every 5 time steps to obtain accurate results.
Extended finite element approximation The traditional numerical method to solve moving discontinuities is the moving mesh method which requires the generated mesh to be aligned with the discontinuities and updated every time step. XFEM is a powerful method in moving discontinuity problems, where the discontinuities can be enforced to standard finite element with enrichment function. The enrichment is based on the combination of standard shape function and nodal shape function with discontinuous related to the mesh, the enrichment is only enforced on the nodes intersect by the discontinuities. The enrichment function are designed with singed distance functions that describe the discontinuous functions of our interest. Hence the discontinuities in XFEM need not to be aligned with element edges, this provides convenience and versatility in meshing. The XFEM mesh with biofilm morphology illustration, the free interface enriched nodes and the diffusional interface enriched nodes are showed in figure A1 .
In our model, there is no nutrient in the subregion W . In the XFEM method, a ramp enrichment function could be used to describe discontinuous derivatives.
The concentration field can be approximated as The discontinuous derivatives enrichment function c ( )
The nonlinear concentration governing equation (A.7) can be discretized as
A.11 T i and R i are tangent and residual arrays of iteration i at time step n. DC i n can be calculated and added up until the residual vector meets the convergence criteria.
The set of pressure field equation ( The pressure field is discontinuous across the G , 
The enrichment function c ( )
where ( ) H y is Heaviside function.
Similarly, the nonlinear pressure function can be discretized as
A.20 The jump interface Dirichlet boundary condition gk = p   needs to be imposed on G int F for the problem to be well-posed. Since the pressure in subregion W c is equal to zero, the jump in pressure is captured by enforcing Dirichlet constraint = p 0 on the upper side of the moving interface G int F and gk = p on the other side, as described in the next section.
Embedded interfacial boundary condition
The jump interface Dirichlet boundary condition can be rewritten by the following equality constraints The penalty stiffness and the penalty force vector are given by This equation can also be solved using the NewtonRaphson scheme as was done for solving (A.13).
Summary of the algorithm
The algorithm we employed to simulate the biofilm evolution is a staggered time scheme in coupled XFEM-level set method. The same rectangular mesh is used in both XFEM and level set methods in order to avoid interpolation. Given the initial concentration field and biofilm morphology at = t t , n the following steps are performed sequentially:
i. Construct the level set functions f n and j n (A.1)
to describe the interface of the biofilm, identify the set of free and diffusional enriched nodes. Note that j is fixed, but the diffusional enriched nodes is related to the free interface.
ii. Solve the linearized (A.14) and substitute DC i n into (A.25) and get DP i until the residual vector meets the condition of convergence.
iii. Compute the interface speed u using (5) and update f n to get f + n 1 using the level set function (A.2).
iv. Reinitialize the level set function f + n 1 to a signed distance function.
v. Change + n 1 to n and repeat steps ii-v above until the final step.
